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t's been a wonderful and special 13 years for the Valley Voice, but we couldn't have done it
without you, our loyal readers, and our advertisers, that make our national award winning
publication possible.

As we enter into our 14th year, and the Chanukah-Christmas season once again, our staff and scores of
contributors, would like to extend warm wishes to you and yours. Please make the most of the holiday,
as we look forward to continuing our coverage in the Valley, and especially Porter Ranch, the city's
best, finest, newest community (and its top scoring public schools).
Signing off with all good wishes to you and your family
for health and happiness throughout the coming year. The
magic of the holidays never ends, and its greatest of gifts
are family and friends.

Happy Holidays and Happy New Year!
Goodwill to all, and peace on Earth!

The Reiter Family

TOUR 20 SPECTACULAR MODELS
Discover panoramic views, top-rated
schools, resort-style recreation center,
gated entries, & the future 50-acre
Porter Ranch Community Park.

Priced from the $800,000s
Visit LiveAtPorterRanch.com
or call 888.763.8177

Open daily from 10 am–5 pm. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change
without notice. Brokers welcome. Photos are images only and should not be relied
upon to confirm applicable features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law.
DRE License No. 01206770.
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Poll:  95% of Respondents
Call Homelessness
"Serious or Very Serious’’

s people living in tents, RVs and makeshift shelters become a fact of life in neighborhoods
far and wide, homelessness is now an all-consuming issue in Los Angeles County, with
95% of voters calling it a serious or very serious problem, according to a new poll.
The poll was conducted for the Los Angeles Times and the Los Angeles Business Council
Institute. The near-unanimous opinion that homelessness ranks as a top concern marks
a sharp change from earlier surveys of Los Angeles voters over the past dozen years, said
Fred Yang of Hart Research, the Washington, D.C., polling firm that conducted the survey,
according to The Times.
Only traffic congestion and housing affordability -- at 88% and 85%, respectively -- came
close to rivaling the near universal concern over homelessness.
``It’s all over L.A.,’’ said Justine Marine, a student who participated in a focus group tied
to the countywide poll. ``You can be in a good neighborhood, and it could be right around the
corner. You can’t escape it.’’
Respondents were, at various times, angry, frustrated and overwhelmed by the growing
homelessness crisis, The Times reported.
The poll of 901 registered voters found widespread empathy for homeless people. It also
revealed conflicting opinions on what should be done about those who sleep on the streets and
about what government’s role should be at taxpayers’ expense.
In answering one question, 49% said homelessness is ``primarily’’ the result of a lack of
affordable housing and wages that aren’t keeping up with the cost of living. By contrast, 26%
said homelessness was ``primarily’’ a result of ``individual actions and decisions.’’
In response to another question, 90% said they agreed that mental illness and substance
abuse are among the underlying causes of homelessness and that government should expand
treatment facilities to help. Just 6% disagreed with that view.
Three-quarters of L.A. County voters support adopting a law, similar to one in New York
and some other states, that would require the government to ``provide temporary shelter to
any homeless person who wishes to come indoors.’’
Roughly a third say they have experienced homelessness or housing insecurity, or know
someone who has. That rises to 54% among black respondents, who are disproportionately
represented in the county’s homeless population.
Homelessness increased by 12% in Los Angeles County this year to just shy of 59,000
people, while in the city of Los Angeles, the number soared to more than 30,000 for a 16%
increase. As in past years, most -- about 75% -- were living outside.
``We’re all one circumstance away from being there,’’ said Andrea Kidd, a poll participant.

Students’ Views

Homelessness Crisis in Los Angeles

By Casey Kim, Valley Voice Student Reporter
ith more than 58,900 people experiencing homelessness in Los Angeles, our city is facing
a crisis. According to CNN, for every 133 people the Los Angeles service providers
house every day, 150 more people become newly homeless.
As the issue grows seemingly worse by the day, students, in particular, have taken a variety of stances on the ongoing homelessness crisis.
High school student and Studio City resident Sabina Yampolsky said she believes it is vital
that legislators take action.
“I think it’s pretty uncontrolled,” Yampolsky said. “Homelessness is pretty rampant everywhere in Los Angeles, and we haven’t figured out a way to control it. Sometimes, you see
it concentrated in certain places, especially in Downtown Los Angeles. Something definitely
needs to be done about it. There needs to be some sort of aid that goes out to homeless people,
even if they don’t want it because it’s just not good for our city. Even when looking at the issue
from a scientific standpoint, it spreads a lot of diseases; we’re having the return of the plague.
This isn’t good and should be addressed.”
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$690K a Unit

$1.2B Bond Measure
Yields 72 Apartments

By Lisa Gallo Hayes
omelessness in LA has run rampant. The blight has moved way beyond Skid Row to
neighborhoods in every council district, affecting the quality of life for hard-working, taxpaying Angelenos in a sad and profound way.
I moved to LA from Chicago in 2013 for the amazing SoCal lifestyle, and the decline I have
witnessed here in such a short period of time is mind boggling. There’s widespread discontent
with the way state and local governments are dealing with the homeless crisis, yet no one holds
our elected officials accountable.
I don’t have a background in public policy, but I do belong to an organization that encourages women to know the facts, go deeper, and explore the policy issues that affect us all. It’s called
“The Policy Circle,” and it’s inspired me to educate myself and read beyond the headlines.
The Policy Circle is an organization that produces non-partisan briefs on policy issues that
foster discussions in neighborhood “Circle Meetings.” These “book club”-type meetings get
women thinking and talking and, in many cases, taking action. Once I joined, I started to pay
closer attention to the nuances of local government policies—particularly the policies that have
led to our current homeless crisis.
According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, California is home
to just 12 percent of the U.S. population, but nearly half of the country’s unsheltered homeless.
Our neighborhoods increasingly feel unsafe. Tent cities (“encampments!”) are everywhere, producing mountains of trash and human waste that put police officers, workers, and our friends
and neighbors at risk.
This is certainly not a funding issue. In 2016, voters in Los Angeles passed a $1.2 billion
bond measure to fight homelessness. The results of this investment? One apartment building in
Koreatown area where 72 apartments will be available for homeless and low-income seniors.
The price? $690,692 per unit—nearly $70,000 more than the median home price in Los Angeles
County! As for the rest of L.A.’s estimated 30,000 homeless, I guess they’ll have to keep waiting.
In Venice, a new shelter is scheduled to open next year for the estimated 1,000 people
there who live on the streets. The shelter will only have 150 beds for those 1,000 people.
The cost of this Band Aid? Sixteen million dollars, not including operating costs or the
value of the property being sold. This is not simply a housing issue! When you see people
yelling at themselves, it’s a mental health issue, and when human waste makes its way
into the ocean, it’s an environmental issue!

H

High school student and Porter Ranch resident Brendan Kang said that in order to address such a large problem, people must begin with spreading awareness.
“For most people, it’s about not being aware of these problems and the difficulties homeless people endure,” Kang said. “So, the first step would be to raise awareness and start
groups that help the situation both temporarily and in the long-run.”
In order to spread this awareness, student and Encino resident Jessa Glassman said
more education regarding such a topic will help foster necessary conversations.
“Every person attributes the homelessness crisis to something different: lack of mental
healthcare, inefficient rent controls, inadequate affordable housing or just general economic
inequality,” Glassman said. “The multitude of different perspectives on this issue makes it
difficult for policymakers to come together to create solutions, which leaves more and more
people suffering out on the streets. It is only through more discussion, more education on the
issue and more willpower to fix the problem that these people can be helped.”
One of the many obstacles that stand in the way of change is the stigma surrounding the
homeless population, student and Studio City resident Kyra Hudson said. In fact, according
to Los Angeles Daily News, approximately 30 Chatsworth residents gathered to protest a proposed 64-unit project for homeless individuals due to its close proximity to a nearby school.
“It is vital that more resources are dedicated to creating realistic solutions to aid the
population,” Hudson said. “I think the most important way to help at the moment is creating
more low-income housing units and transitional homes to help get people off of the streets.
People who are protesting the building of these structures near some homes or schools are
just falling for the untrue stereotype that all homeless people are dangerous. But in reality,
they just need our help.”

Congressman Brad Sherman

TELEPHONE TOWN HALL
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2019
7:00 - 8:30 pm
A Telephone Town Hall operates like a large conference call,
where you will hear Rep. Sherman’s opening remarks and then
ask questions on any issue facing Congress.
To Participate call (855) 920-0584 any time during the
Town Hall.
December, 2019
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Memo to Metro

Why Subway - Not Light Rail Belongs in Sepulveda Pass

By Matthew Hetz
n the glossy Metro pamphlet, there is the lead article: “Metro Board’s New Maverick Leader / Inglewood Mayor James T. Butts Brings a Practical Vision to Transit Agency.”
Well this is nice, but is it realistic, is it practical, and is this vision based on his own transit
riding experiences and knowledge of bus and train operations?
For me, that does not seem to be the case. The article states that Chairman Butts wants
“. . .to consider an above ground train from the San Fernando Valley to LAX rather than a
subway, which he argues, would be less costly and faster to build.”
Faster and cheaper to build does not mean better.  
Metro is considering four concepts for the Sepulveda Pass Project: three underground
and one above ground. Heavy rail used for subways travels up to 80mph and can carry more
passengers per train than light rail which travels at 55mph.  
According to the Metro FAQ on the Sepulveda Pass Project: Travel times range “from 15
minutes to 26 minutes for travel between the Van Nuys Metrolink Station and the Expo Line
for the four alternatives.” Clearly, underground heavy rail is faster and more efficient in carrying riders.
This raises very serious questions about how this structure could withstand the earthquakes we experience, let alone, “The Big One” which experts tell us is lurking out there,
ready to strike and wreak havoc on a wide range scale.  
Subways have proven to be remarkably resilient against earthquakes. In the 1984 Mexico City earthquake there was a high death toll; buildings were leveled, but the city’s subway
was not, and was even used as an emergency command center.
In the 1989 Loma Prieta/San Francisco earthquake, the Bay Area Bridge was badly
damaged. The Nimitz Freeway collapsed killing forty-two people. Yet, the subway, BART,
was operational within a few days and served as a lifeline transit corridor.  
Freeways collapsed in the 1994 Sylmar earthquake, destroying overpasses, yet the newly built Metro Red Line was not damaged.  
A 2011 East Coast earthquake damaged buildings in New York City and Washington
D.C., yet again, each city’s subways, including New York’s historic and extensive subway
system, were back in operation within days.
The Fukushima, Japan, Magnitude 8.9 earthquake of 2011 also struck Tokyo, but the
Tokyo Metro re-opened the same day.
The reliability of subways worldwide in earthquakes is stated in the Metro FAQ of the
Sepulveda Pass Project.
Why build a light rail over the 405 Freeway when it begs to be damaged in an earthquake, stopping ridership? And if the elevated rail line collapses onto the 405 Freeway, that
too will be closed.  
During a major earthquake, the 405 Freeway itself could suffer rifts and splits, closing
this immensely vital north-south transportation artery. But since subways seem better able
to withstand the earth shaking, a subway under the Sepulveda Pass with a stop in UCLA
would provide critical emergency transportation for medicines, supplies, ferrying the injured to the university’s hospitals and so forth.  
(Continued on page 10)
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Eric and Herb, Balance the Budget

By Jack Humphreville
When Garcetti became mayor, he pledged to get “back to basics.” There should be nothing more basic than balancing the budget.” Los Angeles Times Editorial, November 10,
2019
The City Administrative Officer recently disclosed that, despite record revenues, the
City’s budget is $200 million in the red and that that the City is projecting deficits for the next
four years ranging from $200 to $400 million. This mess is primarily due to the new labor
agreements with the police, firefighters, and selected civilian labor units.
But this is just the tip of this scandalous iceberg.
For openers, Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Council President Herb Wesson, along with
Councilmen Koretz and Kerkorian, knew that these new labor agreements would wreak
havoc on the City’s finances based on input supplied to them by the City Administrative Officer. Nevertheless, they entered into these budget busting contracts that were negotiated in
secret with the campaign funding union leaders and ramrodded through the City Council
without any discussion or meaningful disclosure by the CAO.  
Fortunately, the Los Angeles Times was all over this financial fiasco with a spot on editorial, What Do You Know, LA Is in Financial Peril Again, on November 10th. In the Sunday
edition, the editorial was entitled, L.A.’s Riches to Rags Budget.
In April, Garcetti was crowing about the elimination of the City’s Structural Deficit.
Over the next four years, the Four Year Budget Outlook showed a surplus in each of the next
four years, topping out at $78 million in Fiscal Year 2023-24. Over the next four years, the
cumulative surplus totaled $200 million.
But that was a big fat lie because the projections did not account for the proper funding
of the new labor agreements, the Reserve Fund, our infrastructure (think lunar cratered
streets), and our two underfunded pension plans.

“

				*		*		*
Based on reasonable adjustments to reflect the proper funding of the City’s operations,
the $78 million surplus in the spring morphed into a $1 billion deficit. But this was not news
to Garcetti, Wesson, Koretz, and Krekorian because they were the chief architects of this
cover-up.  
But based on the CAO’s assumptions, the City is now looking at a $400 million deficit
for the Fiscal Year 2023-24, a sharp increase from the $78 million surplus. And with adjustments for even more employee raises in the third and fourth years ($150-200 million), the
buildup of the Reserve Fund ($50 million), and the proper funding of our infrastructure
($250 million) and pension plans (at least $500 million), the Structural Deficit soars to $1.4
billion in the fourth year.
Over the next four years, the adjusted cumulative deficit will total over $4.6 billion. This
will be financed by an even lower level of services and calls for even more taxes as Garcetti
and the Herb Wesson led City Council will hold basic services such as public safety and the
homeless as hostages to fund these budget busting labor agreements.
But before we even consider new taxes, whether they be the Split Roll, a new homeless
tax, or Wesson’s county income tax, Garcetti, Wesson, Koretz, Krekorian, and the CAO need
to come clean with us on the City’s budget and finances and their plans to balance the budget
and eliminate the Structural Deficit. Until then, vote NO on any tax increase and raise hell
with your Council Member.  
Remember, this is our money and City Hall works for us, not the other way around.
(Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for CityWatch.)
December, 2019

Would a New Batch of City
Politicos be Any Better?

T

By Tim Deegan

he liberal left likes to call us a “sanctuary city,” but everyone, no matter where they sit
on the political spectrum, can see what we really are starting to look like: a third-class
city.
Our slippage in perception is directly attributable to our homeless crisis which has
grown 16% in the past year, not shrunk.
When we host the 2028 Summer Olympics, we may possibly be a Third World-like city
unless we get this mess cleaned up in the next few years.
Behind the scenes, behind the public face of homelessness, it’s a different story but it’s
hard to overcome the optics of failure. Meta data suggests success in housing the homeless.
Ask any politico and they will share what they see as their real achievements in helping to
solve the homeless crisis, but it may not be an easy sell to voters who are reminded daily of
the crisis confronting them on the streets and sidewalks of LA.
All seven even-numbered council seats are up for grabs in the March 3, 2020 primary. Incumbent Councilmembers Paul Krekorian (CD2), David Ryu (CD4), Nury Martinez
(CD6) and Marqueece Harris-Dawson (CD8) have no choice but to run on their records of
solving the homeless crisis not only in their district, but in the City.
Alternatively, challengers to any of them will have to convince voters that they can do a
better job with this issue. Rhetoric and campaign slogans will not do it; the incumbents know
how difficult it is to make even a modest gain in solving the problem. Reducing the severity
of the homeless crisis must occur before it is eliminated. No fast and facile answers on the
campaign trail will help.
Now that the window for filing an intention to run has closed, the game is on with a new
batch of candidates on the offense, against incumbents on the defense. Krekorian (CD2),
Ryu (CD4), Martinez (CD6) and Harris-Dawson (CD8) gave notice they are running. Councilmembers Huizar and Wesson are term-limited out. John Lee is also running in the 2020
election, having just won the seat in a recent special election to fill the sudden vacancy caused
by Mitch Englander who left for the private sector.
Who will the incumbents be facing? A breakdown of the candidates that have filed intention to run statements with the City Clerk shows that of the seventy-two candidates to fill
seven council seats, one dozen identify themselves as community activists/organizers, and of
those almost one-quarter identify themselves as Neighborhood Council board members.
While community activism is important, candidates with NC training and experience
have a path into city politics that gives them an advantage. They are already part of the city
family and know their way around City Hall.
The next few months will start to reveal if any of the incumbent City Councilmembers
are to become homeless at City Hall, themselves.
(Tim Deegan is a civic activist.) Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.

DWP v. PG&E

T

By Jack Humphreville

hanks to the dedicated employees of DWP who provide us with reliable power and clean
water, we have not been victimized by major outages or public service power shutdowns
experienced by the customers of Pacific Gas and Electric and Southern California Edison, the two largest utilities in the country.
Certain neighborhoods have experienced multiday outages during last summer’s “heat
storms.” Fortunately, the Department responded to these outages with emergency crews at
all hours of the day. The Department has also been responsive to our complaints by meeting
with the impacted communities, taking the time to explain the problem, whether it be aging
infrastructure or some drunk slamming into a power pole.
The number one priority of the Power System is reliability, as it is for every utility in
the country, whether it be investor or municipally owned. But the reliability of the Power
System is being threatened by Mayor Eric Garcetti’s plan to rely on 100% renewable power
and the phase out of the Department’s three gas fired coastal power plants at the same time
that significantly more power will be needed to meet the demand for the electrification of the
transportation and building sectors.
In the past, the three coastal power plants (Scattergood, Haynes, and Harbor) have
been a reliable source of in-basin electricity, especially when delivery from the Department’s
transmission lines has been curtailed. Otherwise, it would have been lights out, an unacceptable alternative as we have seen in PG&E and Edison territory.     
To help ensure greater reliability, an alternative plan is to have the three in-basin coastal
generation facilities serve as a back-up in case of transmission line interruptions, surges in
demand, or potential power outages. And rather than measure reductions in emissions from
just DWP, the City should include the savings from the transportation and building sectors
that result from the increase reliance on electricity. Overall, the savings from DWP and the
transportation and building sectors will far exceed the savings from DWP relying on 100%
renewables.
While some purists will object to any plan that includes the use of natural gas, the number one priority of the Power System is reliability, a priority supported by the men and women of our Department of Water and Power.
(Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for CityWatch.)
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Does the Left Hate America?
By Dennis Prager

W

henever leftists are charged with not loving or even with hating America, they respond
angrily, labeling the question absurd, mean-spirited and an example of right-wing
McCarthyism.
But there can be little doubt that the left has no love for America, just as there can be
little doubt that liberals and conservatives love America. Love of America is one of the many
dividing lines between liberalism and leftism.
Here are six reasons to believe the left hates America:
1. No one denies that the international left — the left in Europe, Asia, Latin America
and elsewhere — hates America. Therefore, in order to argue that American leftists do not
hate America, one would have to argue that on one of the most fundamental principles of
international leftism — hatred of America — American leftists differ with fellow leftists
around the world: All the world’s left hates the U.S., but the American left loves it.
This, of course, makes no sense. Leftists around the world agree on every important
issue. Why, then, would they differ with regard to America? Has any leftist at The New York
Times, for example, written one column critical of the international left’s anti-Americanism?
2. Leftists want to “fundamentally transform” the United States. Five days before the
2008 presidential election, candidate Barack Obama told a huge audience in Columbia,
Missouri, “We are five days away from fundamentally transforming the United States of
America.”
More recently, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren announced that she plans to
“fundamentally transform our government,” that America needs “big, structural change”
and that her proposed Accountable Capitalism Act would bring about “fundamental
change.”
Likewise, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders said earlier this year, “We’re going to try to
transform the United States of America,” and last month he said, “This campaign is about
fundamental change.”
Examples are legion.
So, here’s a question: How can one claim to love what one wishes to fundamentally
transform?
The answer is obvious: It isn’t possible.
If a man were to confide to you that he wants to fundamentally transform his wife,
would you assume he loves his wife? If a woman were to tell you she wants to fundamentally
transform her husband, would you assume she loves him? Of course not.
3. Leftists have contempt for the American flag.
I am unaware of a single left-wing individual or organization that has condemned NFL
quarterback Colin Kaepernick for refusing to stand for the flag during the playing or singing
of the national anthem that precedes NFL games. To the contrary, on the left, he is universally
regarded as a hero. Indeed, Nike anointed him as one, making him its brand model.
Leftists might respond that Kaepernick’s public refusal to stand for the flag and national
anthem says nothing about his love for America, as it is only a form of protest against racial
injustice. But that is nonsense. Would leftists argue that anyone who publicly refuses to
celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Day really loves Dr. King?
				*		*		*
4. Leftists routinely describe America as racist, sexist, xenophobic, imperialist, genocidal,
homophobic, obsessed with money and morally inferior to most Western European countries.
No moral person could love such a place.
5. America is the most successful country in world history — while being the most
committed to capitalism and remaining the most religious of all the industrialized
democracies. To the extent that America is great, that means two of the institutions the left
most loathes — Christianity and capitalism — are also great.
6. Love is, among other things, an emotion. So, here is a question about leftists’
emotions: Do any leftists get the chills when the national anthem is played or when they see
the American flag waving as the anthem is played? Given their rhetoric, it is most unlikely.
Yet, every person I know who loves America does get a chill at such moments. Do leftists, as
opposed to some liberals and conservatives, display the flag on any national holiday? How
many leftists even own a flag?
Finally, if leftists do not love America, what do they love?
According to their own rhetoric, they love the planet — Mother Earth, as they frequently
refer to it. And they love animals.
They really love power, and they claim to love material equality.
They don’t love Western culture — and they now dismiss praise for it as a euphemism
for white supremacy.
Interestingly, while they often claim to love humanity, many don’t seem to love people.
They give less charity and volunteer less time to the downtrodden than conservatives, for
example. They have much less interest in having children and making families. They are far
more likely than conservatives to cut off relations with friends or relatives with whom they
differ politically. And if they really loved people, they would love capitalism because only
capitalism has lifted billions of people from poverty.
But most of all, they love ... themselves.
(Dennis Prager hosts a national daily radio show based in Los Angeles.)
									- Creators Syndicate
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Young People
Ignorant of History
By Walter E.Williams

A

recent survey conducted by the Victims of Communism and polled by YouGov, a
research and data firm, found that 70% of millennials are likely to vote socialist and
that one in three millennials saw communism as “favorable.”
Let examine this tragic vision in light of the Fraser Institute’s recently released annual
study “Economic Freedom of the World,” prepared by Professors James Gwartney, Florida
State University; Robert A. Lawson and Ryan Murphy of Southern Methodist University; and
Joshua Hall, West Virginia University, in cooperation with the Economic Freedom Network.
Hong Kong and Singapore maintained their lead as the world’s most economically free
countries — although China’s heavy hand threatens Hong Kong’s top ranking. Rounding out
the top 10 are New Zealand, Switzerland, the United States, Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia and Mauritius. By the way, after having fallen to 16th in 2016, the U.S. has
staged a comeback to being in the top five economically free countries in the world.
What statistics go into the Fraser Institute’s calculation of economic freedom? The report
measures the ability of individuals to make their own economic decisions by analyzing the
policies and institutions of 162 countries and territories. These include regulation, freedom
to trade internationally, size of government, sound legal system, private property rights and
government spending and taxation.
Fraser Institute scholar Fred McMahon says, “Where people are free to pursue their own
opportunities and make their own choices, they lead more prosperous, happier and healthier
lives.” The evidence for his assessment is: Countries in the top quartile of economic freedom
had an average per-capita GDP of $36,770 in 2017 compared with $6,140 for bottom quartile
countries. Poverty rates are lower. In the top quartile, 1.8% of the population experienced
extreme poverty ($1.90 a day) compared with 27.2% in the lowest quartile. Life expectancy is
79.5 years in the top quartile of economically free countries compared with 64.4 years in the
bottom quartile.
The Fraser Institute’s rankings of other major countries include Japan (17th), Germany
(20th), Italy (46th), France (50th), Mexico (76th), India (79th), Russia (85th), China (113th) and
Brazil (120th). The least free countries are Venezuela, Argentina, Ukraine and nearly every
African country with the most notable exception of Mauritius. By the way, Argentina and
Venezuela used to be rich until they bought into socialism.
Leftists exempted communist leaders from the harsh criticism directed toward Adolf
Hitler, even though communist crimes against humanity made Hitler’s slaughter of 11 million
noncombatants appear almost amateurish. According to Professor R.J. Rummel’s research in
“Death by Government,” from 1917 until its collapse, the Soviet Union murdered or caused
the death of 61 million people, mostly its own citizens. From 1949 to 1976, Mao’s Communist
regime was responsible for the death of as many as 76 million Chinese citizens.
Today’s leftists, socialists and progressives would bristle at the suggestion that their
agenda differs little from that of past tyrants. They should keep in mind that the origins of the
unspeakable horrors of Nazism, Stalinism and Maoism did not begin in the ‘20s, ‘30s and ‘40s.
Those horrors were simply the result of a long evolution of ideas leading to a consolidation of
power in the central government in the quest for “social justice.”
(Walter E. Williams is a professor of economics at George Mason University.)
- Creators Syndicate

Sure, Just Do It --- Embrace Destructive Socialism!
By Victor Davis Hanson

ultiple forms of socialism, from hard Stalinism to European redistribution,
continue to fail.
Russia and China are still struggling with the legacy of genocidal communism.
Eastern Europe still suffers after decades of Soviet-imposed socialist chaos.
Cuba, Nicaragua, North Korea and Venezuela are unfree, poor and failed states.
Baathism -- a synonym for pan-Arabic socialism -- ruined the postwar Middle East.
The soft-socialist European Union countries are stagnant and mostly dependent on
the U.S. military for their protection.
In contrast, current American deregulation, tax cuts and incentives, and record
energy production have given the United States the strongest economy in the world.
So why, then, are two of the top three Democratic presidential contenders -- Bernie
Sanders and Elizabeth Warren -- either overtly or implicitly running on socialist agendas?
Why are the heartthrobs of American progressives -- Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(D-N.Y.), Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) and Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) -- calling for socialist
redistributionist schemes?
Why do polls show that a majority of American millennials have a favorable view of
socialism?
December, 2019

There are lots of catalysts for the new socialism.
Massive immigration is changing the demography of the United States. The number
of foreign-born U.S. residents and their children has been estimated at almost 60 million,
or about 1 in 5 U.S. residents. Some 27 percent of California residents were born outside
of America.
Many of these immigrants flee from poor areas of Latin America, Mexico, Africa and
Asia that were wrecked by statism and socialism. Often, they arrive in the U.S. unaware
of economic and political alternatives to state socialism.
When they reach the U.S. -- often without marketable skills and unable to speak
English -- many assume that America will simply offer a far better version of the statism
from which they fled. Consequently, many take for granted that government will provide
them an array of social services, and they become supportive of progressive socialism.
Another culprit for the new socialist craze is the strange leftward drift of the very
wealthy in Silicon Valley, in corporate America and on Wall Street.
Some of the new progressive rich feel guilty about their unprecedented wealth. So
they champion redistribution as the sort of medieval penance that alleviates guilt.
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The Night Jesus
Was Born
By Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford - Shepherd of the Hills

T

he night Jesus was born, God gave us three extraordinary gifts. God’s first gift to us was
love—a profound, intense, divine love. The almighty Creator of the universe set aside His
magnificent power and glory and took on a human form to bring salvation to the world.
“For this is how God loved the world: He gave his one and only Son, so that everyone who
believes in him will not perish but have eternal life” (John 3:16 NLT). Jesus washed away our
sins with His perfect love that we may forever be with Him. In His all-knowing wisdom, God
chose to love us even though we did nothing to deserve His favor or love.
The night Jesus was born, God gave us peace—supernatural, never-ending peace.
That night in Bethlehem, shepherds watched over their flock of sheep, “Suddenly, the
angel was joined by a vast host of others—the armies of heaven—praising God and
saying, ‘Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on earth peace to those with whom
God is pleased’” (Luke 2:13-14). Jesus, who is called the Prince of Peace, took the
punishment we deserved for our sins, to make it possible for us to have unity and peace
with God. “Therefore, since we have been made right in God’s sight by faith, we have
peace with God because of what Jesus Christ our Lord has done for us” (Romans 5:1).
The inner calm that results from confidence in one’s personal relationship with Jesus
is peace that only He can give.
The night Jesus was born, God gave us joy—inexpressible, overwhelming,
genuine joy. An angel announced to the shepherds, “‘…Don’t be afraid!’ he said. ‘I bring you
good news that will bring great joy to all people’” (Luke 2:10). The joy the angel spoke of
is a true fulfillment that only comes from trust and satisfaction in the Lord. In Psalm 16:11
David wrote, “You will show me the way of life, granting me the joy of your presence and the
pleasures of living with you forever.” True joy is eternal because it is based on our personal
relationship with Jesus that is itself an unending source of joy. Joy is a sense of comfort and
confidence experienced by one who knows all is well between himself and the God. Paul wrote

in Romans 15:13, “I pray that God, the source of hope, will fill you completely with joy and
peace because you trust in him. Then you will overflow with confident hope through the
power of the Holy Spirit.”
Amidst the hectic flurry of activities during this Christmas season, I challenge you to
take time to pause and meditate on these amazing gifts that God gave us on the night Jesus
was born. How can we show our gratitude to God? The best way to thank God is to use
these gifts to bless others. We should extend our love, kindness, generosity, and
compassion to as many people as we can so that they may experience God’s love
through our actions. Loving others is evidence of a true believer in Christ. “‘So now
I am giving you a new commandment: Love each other. Just as I have loved you,
you should love each other. Your love for one another will prove to the world that
you are my disciples’” (John 13:34-35).
Remember that love, peace, and joy cannot be found inside busy malls or
within a pile of expensive presents, but from our generous Father in Heaven through
His Son Jesus Christ. Christmas is perhaps one of the single greatest opportunities
to speak about Jesus during an entire year, giving us an open door to explain the
reason for the season! This Christmas, consider inviting your family, friends and
neighbors to fellowship with you at home or at church. And tell them the amazing story about
the gifts God gave us on the night Jesus was born!
Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of “Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share
Your Faith” (available on Amazon) and the senior pastor of Shepherd Church, which has
three campuses in the Greater Los Angeles area—Porter Ranch, Woodland Hills, and Agua
Dulce. You can connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram.

Embrace
Destructive Socialism!
(Continued from page 4)

Yet the influential and monied classes usually are
so well off that higher taxes hardly affect them. Instead,
redistributionist taxation hurts the struggling middle
classes.
In California, it became hip for wealthy leftists
to promote socialism from their Malibu, Menlo Park
or Mill Valley enclaves -- while still living as privileged
capitalists. Meanwhile, it proved nearly impossible for the
middle classes of Stockton and Bakersfield to cope with
the reality of crushing taxes and terrible social services.
From 2008 to 2017, the now-multimillionaire Barack
Obama, first as candidate and then as president, used all
sorts of cool socialist slogans, from “spread the wealth
around” and “now is not the time to profit” to “you didn’t
build that” and “at a certain point you’ve made enough
money.”
Universities bear much of the blame. Their
manipulation of the federal government to guarantee
student loans empowered them to jack up college costs
without any accountability. Liberal college administrators
and faculty did not care much when graduates left campus
poorly educated and unable to market their expensive
degrees.
More than 45 million borrowers now struggle with
nearly $1.6 trillion in collective student debt, with climbing
interest. That indebtedness has delayed -- or ended -the traditional forces that encourage conservatism and
traditionalism, such as getting married, having children
and buying a home.
Instead, a generation of single, childless and mostly
urban youth feels cheated that their high-priced degrees
did not earn them competitive salaries. Millions of
embittered college graduates will never be able to pay off
what they owe -- and want some entity to pay off their
debts.
In paradoxical fashion, teenagers were considered
savvy adults who were mature enough to take on
gargantuan loans. But they were also treated like fragile
preteens who were warned that the world outside their
campus sanctuaries was downright mean, sexist, racist,
homophobic and unfair.
Add up a lost generation of woke and broke college
graduates, waves of impoverished immigrants without
much knowledge of American economic traditions,
wealthy advocates of boutique socialism and asleepat-the-wheel Republicans, and it becomes clear why
historically destructive socialism is suddenly seen as cool.
Regrettably, sometimes the naive and disaffected
must relearn that their pie-in-the sky socialist medicine is
far worse than the perceived malady of inequality.
And unfortunately, when socialists gain power, they
don’t destroy just themselves. They usually take everyone
else down with them as well.
(Victor Davis Hanson is a professor of classics emeritus
at California State University at Fresno.)
- Jewish World Review
December, 2019
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California
Republicans, RIP?

By Victor Davis Hanson
rom 1967 to 2019, Republicans controlled the California
governorship for 31 of 52 years. So why is there
currently not a single statewide Republican officeholder?
California also has a Democratic governor and Democratic
supermajorities in both houses of the state legislature. Only
seven of California’s 53 congressional seats are held by
Republicans.
In 1994, then-Gov. Pete Wilson backed Proposition
187, which denied state social services to undocumented
immigrants. The spin goes that it backfired, alienated the
Hispanic community and thus marked the road to Republican
perdition.
Not quite.
Prop 187 passed with 59 percent support. Wilson’s
endorsement of the bill helped its passage, and his support of
it aided his landslide 1994 re-election. Among minority voters,
52 percent of Asian and African American voters supported
Proposition 187. Some 27 percent of Latinos voted for it.
Liberal groups immediately sued in federal court. Just
three days after the measure passed, a federal judge issued a
temporary restraining order preventing Proposition 187 from
going into effect. A month later, U.S. District Judge Mariana
Pfaelzer issued a permanent injunction. Prop 187 never
became law.
In effect, two judges nullified the wishes of more than 5
million California voters.
Arnold Schwarzenegger had supported Prop 187. Yet in
2003 he was elected governor. So what caused the Republican
demise?
Ironically, radical changes in California demography may
have been brought about by Prop 187 -- but not in the way
many people think.
The state’s population has increased by nearly 10 million
in the last quarter century. Yet the growth has been marked by
the exodus of some and larger influxes of others.
When Prop 187 passed, there were an estimated 1.5
million undocumented immigrants statewide. In the 25 years
since, millions of others have entered the state, and the current
number of those still undocumented exceeds 3 million.
Some 27 percent of current California residents were not
born in the U.S. Traditionally, first-generation immigrants
favor larger, not smaller, government.
A cynic might argue that once a federal judge allowed
undocumented immigrants to enjoy the full array of state
services and entitlements, there were incentives for millions of
other immigrants to enter the U.S. illegally, and California in
particular.
Statistics suggests they did just that -- often to the chagrin
of Democratic politicians, the United Farm Workers and other
liberal groups who worried about the negative effects of illegal
immigration on entry-level wages, unionization and poor
citizens’ access to overtaxed social services.

F

China’s One-Child Policy
Setting Themselves Up As God
By Laura Hollis
new documentary titled “One Child Nation” is one of the most recent takes on China’s one-child policy imposed
between 1980 and 2016 that was supposed to lift the nation out of poverty but ended up turning a cultural preference
for boys into the widespread “gendercide” of millions of baby girls.
Others have explored the horrific implications of this policy. Nine years ago, The Economist provided the shocking
statistic that 100 million baby girls had been aborted, killed after birth, abandoned or sold to child trafficking gangs who then
sell the babies to foreigners for large sums of money.
Many writers describe the horror. Not as many honestly discuss how China got to the point where babies could be
drowned in buckets of water; strangled with their own umbilical cord; tossed into dumpsters and waterways; or thrown,
newly born, into public streets, where they were ignored by passersby and left to cry and die of exposure — that is, if they
were not run over by vehicles. And then there were the forced abortions — even of full-term babies — and the brutal
sterilizations of women.
When confronted with abject evils like those described above, it is so tempting to assume that the human beings
responsible for the design and implementation of those policies did so specifically to cause evil. But this is almost never the
case. To the contrary, policies like China’s — and the diabolical practices by which those policies are enforced — are almost
always pitched as a mechanism for achieving good.
But in order to obtain widespread buy-in to such abject deceit, it is absolutely necessary to ensure that there is no ultimate
definition of good — no absolute standard by which “good” and “evil” can be evaluated independently of what the public is
told to believe.
No doubt there are plenty of historical, political and even cultural reasons why millions of babies were aborted, abandoned
after birth or deliberately killed. But the overarching reason is that the Chinese government set itself up as G od. There can
be no authority higher than that of the humans in control, no objectives better than the policies they themselves dictate and
no criteria by which the “goodness” of those objectives is independently assessed. The government has decided that X should
be done, and, therefore, X is good and shall be done. Any means by which X is achieved is, therefore, also good — as long as
the government says so. This is how the government could order the Chinese people to perpetrate inhuman crimes against
the most innocent, and the Chinese people would do it.
We are sooooo close here in the United States, too. So close that abortion activists can almost taste it.
Just look at the evolution of abortion — particularly the language used by activists — and what is happening to those
who seek to expose the truth about it.

A

						*		*		*
Back when abortion was legalized by the U.S. Supreme Court opinion Roe. v. Wade, abortion activists like NARAL ProChoice America and Planned Parenthood could get away with lies and euphemisms, assuring a largely ignorant public that
unborn children were just “clumps of cells” and “products of conception.”
The invention of ultrasound made the old lies much more difficult. During President Bill Clinton’s administration,
Democrats were calling for abortion to be “safe, legal and rare.” But that suggested that abortion was somehow less than
desirable. That would never do. Abortion activists changed their tack and went on offense. Now we see efforts to persuade
the public that abortion is a good thing. First there was the “Shout Your Abortion” movement. Recently, Planned Parenthood
tweeted: “Abortion is MORAL. It is IMPORTANT. It is HEALTH CARE.”
These are lies of breathtaking scope, worthy of China’s one-child propaganda machine, Nazi mastermind Joseph
Goebbels or George Orwell:
War is peace.
Freedom is slavery.
Ignorance is strength.
Abortion is moral.
Planned Parenthood has become aggressive and brazen. It is no longer enough to tolerate abortion, or to use rare and
sympathetic cases like conception following rape or incest, or gross fetal abnormalities to argue for abortion’s legality. Now
the line is that killing your own children is the moral thing to do.
Perhaps the most shocking facts that have come to light about the abortion industry are the reports of sales of baby body
parts for money — and the callousness of those involved in the abortion and dismemberment of fetuses whose body parts
could be sold. Undercover journalist and pro-life activist David Daleiden exposed this to the public four years ago in a series
of video recordings of conversations with abortion doctors and other clinic employees and technicians.
Did Daleiden receive the hero’s welcome that we’re told whistleblowers deserve?
Hardly.
First, a judge ordered the videos banned. Then, Daleiden and his partner Sandra Merritt were charged in California
under the RICO statute (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act) — legislation that was passed to prosecute
the Mafia. Last month, a California jury found Daleiden and Merritt guilty of conspiracy to commit fraud, trespassing and
illegal recording, and awarded Planned Parenthood over $2 million in damages. Another criminal trial started this month.
Not only are the abortion doctors demanding that we see abortion as moral; anyone who dares tell the real truth will be
tried and convicted. Because the truth is whatever Planned Parenthood says it is.
Just like China.
(Laura Hirschfeld Hollis is on the faculty at the University of Notre Dame, where she teaches courses in business law
and entrepreneurship. She has received numerous awards for her teaching, research, community service and contributions to
entrepreneurship education.)
- Creators Syndicate
December, 2019

		
*		 *		 *
Oddly, conservative businesspeople were likely to favor
permissive immigration policies in hopes of finding an ample
supply of low-cost laborers while simultaneously diminishing
the power of unions.
A technological revolution sparked a lucrative Silicon
Valley renaissance. Suddenly, coastal California became one of
the wealthiest corridors in the history of the planet. Big Tech
drew in hundreds of thousands of hip young workers eager to
come to California and join what was thought to be a global
revolution.
Silicon Valley was seen as a uniquely progressive corporate
paradise where one could get rich and stay woke all at once.
Most techies supported big government, higher taxes and open
borders, and had the money and wherewithal to not worry
much about the ensuing costs and the catastrophic results for
others.
By the turn of the century, the California treasury was
relying on the tech industry for an enormous share of the taxes
to fund its massive expansion of state services -- and politicians
often bowed to Big Tech’s political wishes.
As taxes climbed, schools eroded and funds for
infrastructure were diverted elsewhere, millions of middleclass Californians fled. The total numbers of this continuing
exodus are still in dispute. Many left in despair over climbing
gas, sales and income taxes that seemed to worsen rather
improve state infrastructure and services.
This tripartite demographic revolution proved disastrous
for the Republican Party. The GOP lost much of its base to other
states. Many conservative voters left for small-government,
low-tax alternatives. Republican efforts to reduce taxes, limit
some abortions and fund additional roads and dams had little
appeal to the new gentry classes on the coast.
Will there ever again be a viable California Republican
Party?
After three decades of radical progressivism, California
residents are tiring of one-party straitjacket rule. The hardliberal order normalized massive power blackouts, the
nation’s highest array of taxes, the forest mismanagement that
fuels deadly fires, an epidemic of homelessness in major cities,
eroding schools, ossified infrastructure and soaring energy
costs.
The final irony?
Those most hurt -- and growing the most angry -- are the
immigrants who once fled to a different California that now no
longer exists.
(Victor Davis Hanson is a professor of classics emeritus at
California State University at Fresno.)
- Jewish World Review
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An Option for
Republicans:
Censure Trump

By Steve Chapman
or Republicans who are weary of trying to deny the
obvious about Donald Trump and his attempt to force
Ukraine’s president to give him ammunition against Joe
Biden, there is another option. In a hearing, Rep. Will Hurd,
R-Texas, tried it out.
Trump’s conduct was “inappropriate,” “misguided”
and “undermined our national security,” Hurd said. But,
he suggested, this “bungling” did not rise to the level of an
impeachable offense, much less a justification for removing
a president.
Hurd didn’t develop this argument, but he managed to
separate himself a bit from his Republican colleagues on the
Intelligence Committee. He pointed to a middle way that
would let GOP members denounce the sin while showing
mercy to the sinner.
It might be called the Joe Lieberman option. In
September 1998, as Bill Clinton’s possible impeachment
loomed, the Connecticut Democrat took the Senate floor to
castigate the president’s “disgraceful behavior” — having sex
with a White House intern and then denying it.
“It is wrong and unacceptable and should be followed
by some measure of public rebuke and accountability,” said
Lieberman, alluding to the possibility of formally condemning
Clinton. Many House Democrats favored censure as an
alternative to impeachment, and the White House indicated
the president could accept it. But when Republicans voted for
impeachment, the option became moot.

F

		
*		 *		 *
After the past hearings, there can be no serious doubt that
Trump withheld U.S. military aid to try to force Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskiy to help him smear Biden and
the Democratic Party.
His own appointees, notably Ambassador Gordon
Sondland, say it happened. White House aides and State
Department personnel working on Ukraine provided
confirmation. His acting chief of staff Mick Mulvaney
admitted it, before reversing himself. If the July 25 call record
left any glimmer of doubt, the witnesses in the hearings
extinguished it.
The case would be stronger if all the people with direct
knowledge, including Trump, would answer questions under
oath, as those who testified before the Intelligence Committee
did. But what has come out so far is plenty damning. As
Henry David Thoreau noted, “Some circumstantial evidence
is very strong, as when you find a trout in the milk.”
It would not be outlandish for Republicans to simply
acknowledge Trump’s offenses but still oppose his

removal. One chief defense offered by Clinton’s lawyers was that any wrongdoing involved private misbehavior, not
the “most serious public misconduct” for which impeachment was intended. It was an argument that many people
who had thoroughly denounced Clinton’s conduct — including me — found persuasive.
His attorneys noted that when the House Judiciary Committee voted to impeach Richard Nixon, it drew a clear
line between what qualified and what didn’t. It rejected an article addressing his apparent tax fraud. Why? Because
the alleged crime had nothing to do with how Nixon carried out the duties of his office.
					*			*			*
In 1998, the GOP-dominated House accepted the distinction. It voted down an article of impeachment concerning
Clinton’s false testimony in a lawsuit unrelated to the Lewinsky affair.
Republicans would have a harder time mounting this defense, though, because Trump’s conduct involved the
use of his presidential powers. As a group of 430 legal scholars cited by the Clinton lawyers noted, impeachment was
intended for such things as “serious assaults on the integrity of the processes of government” and “malfeasance or
abuse of office.”
Still, Republicans could argue that by itself, his Ukraine scandal should be addressed by a lesser punishment than
impeachment and removal — namely, censure by Congress.
They could argue that a formal rebuke would be more appropriate because, after all, the public will have its say in
less than a year. They could thus appeal to voters in the middle who object to Trump’s methods but recoil at expelling
him from the office to which he was elected.
But there is no indication that GOP members are willing to come to grips with the reality of what Trump did,
much less hold him accountable. Will Hurd offered only the mildest criticism, without suggesting that Congress take
any action at all against the president. And Hurd has more leeway than most, because he’s retiring from Congress.
In 1998, Democrats were unwilling to impeach their president, but there were limits to what they would defend.
Today, Republicans have made it clear that when it comes to defending Trump, they have no limits.
(Steve Chapman blogs at http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/chapman. Follow him on Twitter @
SteveChapman13 or at https://www.facebook.com/stevechapman13. To find out more about Steve Chapman and read
features by other Creators Syndicate writers and cartoonists, visit the Creators Syndicate website at www.creators.com.)

The New LA Yard

Get up to $15,000 rebate when you
replace your grass with California
Friendly® and native plants.
ladwp.com/landscaping
December, 2019
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YOU

CAN HELP PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY AND COMMUNITY WITH
THESE IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS

CONTACT 811 before you dig to avoid hitting a natural gas pipeline, and
LOOK, LISTEN OR SMELL to recognize a possible natural gas leak.
Learn how to stay safe at:

socalgas.com/besafe

© 2019 Southern California Gas Company. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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Michael
Bloomberg: An
Option That is
in the Money

M

By Sara Corcoran

ichael Bloomberg, the former Mayor of NYC, has officially expressed interest in
earning the Democratic nomination for 2020.
Although his pathway to the nomination may be unconventional, likely
forgoing the four early but low-vote states of Iowa, New Hampshire, Nevada, and South
Carolina and instead making a concentrated Super Tuesday attack for the big-delegate
states including California and Texas -- Bloomberg has the right moxie, background,
temperament, and demographic appeal.
The current roster of Democrats lacks a candidate that has the ability to comfortably
beat Trump. Moreover, recent swing state polling margins confirm this. All the current
Democratic front runners are either negative or in the margin of error when paired on
the electoral college map against Trump. Bloomberg has the best chance of changing this
paradigm. Although national polls that have shown Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren,
and Joe Biden beating Trump in the popular vote, it is only Biden who eeks out a win in
some of the swing states, including Arizona and Virginia, with an outcome too close to
call.
The current lineup of Democratic candidates does not offer enough risk insurance
against a Trump presidency, given the likelihood that 2020 will be determined within
the margin of error yet again. Joe Biden, once the best shot to beat Trump, has been
weakened by the mere allegation and perception of corrupt practices by his family in
Ukraine. Although the impact on Biden’s polls of Trump’s attacks tends to fluctuate,
to dismiss it as a contingent liability is naive. Trump’s attacks are not likely to stop. If
anything, they will increase and become more vicious. Biden’s defense of his son has been
to evade and plead ignorance. There is a real risk that he will not be able to absorb the
Trump onslaught, particularly if he remains financially vulnerable.
After Bloomberg officially expressed interest in pursuing a 2020 run, the reaction
has been mixed, but more favorable to some who are looking for a middle of the road
option. For Independents, swing voters, and moderate Democrats, this should be a
welcome move. His announcement may also serve to quell the rumblings of a possible
third try by Hillary Clinton. Biden has publicly approved of a Bloomberg run, although
privately, he may be shaken. On the other hand, both Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth
Warren have piled on with criticism of “billionaires buying their way into an election.”
		
				*		*		*
Although both Sanders and Warren (who are millionaires, not billionaires) have
had impressive careers, they will not be able to carry the white, working-class vote in
Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. They are both Washington insiders in a
country that has an increasing appetite for “outsider” Presidential candidates even those
who are independently wealthy. It is ironic that Tom Steyer, a billionaire, has been unable
to create traction with voters, suggesting that some unknown quantifier is at play.
Bloomberg is a self-made billionaire who has created jobs. Coming from humble
beginnings, Bloomberg made his wealth the old-fashioned way, he earned it. His career
on Wall Street started as a partner Solomon Brothers. As the creator of the Bloomberg
terminal, Michael Bloomberg transformed the way professionals could access, interpret,
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and understand capital market relationships with banking, credit, currency and
government finance to name a few. Anyone who has had the pleasure of accessing a
terminal appreciates the wealth of information that it affords. Today, Bloomberg is a
diverse conglomerate that focuses on financial services, software, and media with over
20,000 employees and revenues north of $9 billion.
As much as the liberal base of the Democratic Party thinks they drive the nomination
process, it is incumbent upon this branch to support the candidate that has the best
chance of beating Trump. It is Bloomberg whose option is in the money (“in the money”
refers to a concept in options where the underlying security’s price is greater than its
strike price). At a minimum, Bloomberg can distract Trump away from Biden and allow
the former VP to recover from the onslaught against his family. Bloomberg is a covered
option that has value whether you go long or go short.
In the present environment where much of the Democrats case against Trump
centers on charges of foreign influence and accommodations, Bloomberg will have to
deflect claims that his business interests make him susceptible to foreign influence given
his various subsidiaries with China in particular. Bloomberg will have to address the
allegations of firing journalists and changing editorial content in its news in exchange
for maintaining access and financial terminal business. That said, Bloomberg can
differentiate himself from Trump by demonstrating he understands what putting his
assets in a trust involves -- he did it when running for mayor of New York.
Instead, his focus is on creating jobs, accepting climate change as a threat, and
instituting concrete economic policies. He has run a massively complex city and has
proven executive skills. He has developed relationships with mayors and governors
across the country and is data driven in his responses to problems. When Trump won
the presidency, he allegedly called Bloomberg and asked him for advice. “Hire people
smarter than you,” he reportedly recommended. Trump was obviously too insecure to
follow this suggestion with disastrous consequences and claims that Bloomberg lacks
“the magic” to win. We shall see how much magic Trump brings to the next election as
he turns his attention to a possible Bloomberg threat.
A repeat of the 2016 Presidential race would be devastating to the Democratic Party
but if they underplay the significance of state data in favor of national data, it is likely
to occur. Progressive Democrats keep looking at national polling with the hopes the
state polling will eventually mirror it, but this won’t happen without the right candidate
who leads by more than 5%. Trump salivates at the prospect of fighting an election into
the margin of error where the dirt he cultivates against opponents can have magnified
value and impact. When polling data goes below 5%, foreign actors can interfere
indiscriminately without being identified, at least in the short run.
Michael Bloomberg made his fortune by making wise choices about options. If the
Democrats want to win the 2020 election, they need to do the same.
 	
(Sara Corcoran writes DC Dispatch and covers the nation’s capital from Washington
for CityWatch. She is the Publisher of the California and National Courts Monitor
and contributes to Daily Koz, The Frontier Post in Pakistan and other important news
publications.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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Exer Urgent Care Opens
LADWP Turf
New Location
Replacement Offers
In West Hills on Dec. 4th

E

xer Urgent Care is California’s fastest-growing,
privately owned ER alternative that’s built and staffed
by ER Doctors. With on-site X-Ray, Lab, Pharmacy, IV,
Splinting, Laceration, and Diagnostics Exer offers walk in
patients more comprehensive medical services than a typical
walk-in urgent care. In fact, each Exer center has capabilities
to handle 80-percent of cases seen daily in a local ER, for a
fraction of the time and cost.  Exer is helping to ease the strain
on local Emergency Departments in the West Hills area.
 	 Exer West Hills will be the fifteenth facility in Southern
California. The center will be open seven days a week from
9am to 9pm beginning December 4th at 6440 Platt Avenue in
West Hills. Other locations include Beverly Hills, Calabasas,
Canyon Country, La Cañada Flintridge, Manhattan
Beach, Newbury Park, Northridge, Pasadena, Redondo
Beach, Rolling Hills Estates, Sherman Oaks, Stevenson
Ranch, Westlake Village and Westwood.
Across California, nearly one-third of all visits to hospital
emergency departments are not true emergencies. As a result,
hospitals are finding new ways to help patients access the care
they need with the least amount of waiting. Exer was founded
with a vision that some patients who are receiving care in an
emergency room, could be better served in a more convenient,
high-quality and affordable urgent care environment. Exer
Urgent Care is leading a movement in healthcare to bring
emergency medicine into more communities to help people
access the care they want, when they need it most, while
easing the strain on local Emergency Departments.
 	 In addition, Exer has an extensive network of partnerships
with local hospitals and thousands of specialists across
Southern California and will book patients directly to be seen
by providers, including at the Emergency Room if necessary.

Free Workshops
and $3 Per SquareFoot Rebate

L

ADWP customers interested in transforming their
thirsty lawns to drought-tolerant landscaping have
a free resource in the form of Hands-on Workshops
(HOWs) offered by the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power (LADWP) Turf Replacement Program. The
free workshops teach customers how to remove turf,
grade soil for capturing rainwater, and the step-bystep process to create sustainable landscapes in their
own yard. These classes are designed to help empower
customers to better manage their outdoor water use by
creating water efficient and beautiful landscapes while
taking advantage of LADWP’s turf removal rebate.
LADWP’s residential customers are now eligible
to receive a $3 per square foot rebate for up to 5,000
square feet of turf removed, adding up to a potential
$15,000 in rebates. LADWP’s HOWs help customers
maximize the rebate by teaching them how to undertake
the landscaping transformation work themselves.
Transforming their properties by replacing turf with
California Friendly® and native landscaping can help
customers conserve water and lower their utility bills.
In addition to the workshops, LADWP’s other free
landscaping resources include a dedicated website,
factsheets, watering guides, planting templates and
YouTube videos.
Interested LADWP customers may be eligible to host
a HOW and be a trendsetter in their neighborhood. As a
host, a participant’s front yard will serve as an outdoor
classroom for neighbors and community members to learn
about topics such as irrigation installation/conversion and
drought tolerant plant planting. Hosts benefit from the free
professional landscape design, free landscape materials
and installation, free landscape maintenance workbooks,
and bill savings on future water use.
Customers have been very responsive to the program
helping meet the challenge set by the Mayor in 2015 to
reduce daily water consumption by 20% in 2017. From
January through August 2019, residential customers
removed approximately 190,311 square feet of turf
through the program, saving an estimated 8.4 million
gallons of water per year. The total amount of water
savings offsets drinking water served to about 77 Los
Angeles homes.
For more information on attending or hosting a
Hands On Workshop, visit www.lawnbegonedwp.com.
For rebate and incentive details visit www.ladwp.com/
landscaping.
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During the 1940s, when I was a boy,
I frequently heard on the radio,
“there’s good news tonight”.
As a kid, I believed this message,
that “there’s good news tonight”.
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Many of us grew up when we were kids
with the feelings of good and goodness.
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Christmas at Shepherd

You’re invited to join one of the Christmas services
held at Shepherd in Porter Ranch, 19700 Rinaldi Street.
Christmas is a time for us to pause and reflect upon Jesus God’s incomparable gift to all mankind. During service we
will have a special time of candle lighting and communion.
Please invite your family and friends as we celebrate our
Emmanuel, the Prince of Peace. Service Times are Saturday,
December 21 at 6:00 p.m.; Sunday, December 22 at 9:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m.; Monday, December 23 at 6:00 p.m.;
Tuesday, December 24 at 6:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.

The Fourth Sunday Of Advent

Rev. Bill Freeman explores “Joy” on Sunday, December
22, at 10 a.m., at the Congregational Church of Chatsworth
(United Church of Christ), 20440 Lassen Street,
818.349.2550, www.chatsworthucc.org. (A free holiday meal
will be served for people in need at 11 a.m., but people do
not have to attend the 10 a.m. service to eat at 11.)

MOCA Admission

  	The Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles
announced that general admission will be free at both of its
locations, starting Jan. 11, thanks to a $10 million gift from
MOCA board President Carolyn Clark Powers. MOCA will
continue to charge for special exhibitions, the first of which
spotlights Swiss artist Pipilotti Rist. The exhibit, which
opens May 17 at The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA in
Little Tokyo, spans more than 30 years of her work in video
and audio installation. Admission to special exhibitions will
increase from $15 to $18. MOCA
members can access the exhibitions free of charge.
Thursday evenings from 5-8 p.m. will continue to be free for
all exhibitions. MOCA will also continue to offer discounted
ticket prices for students and seniors. The museum will
celebrate the launch of free general admission with an
opening celebration on Jan. 11 at both of its locations -MOCA Grand Avenue and The Geffen Contemporary
at MOCA -- featuring performances, music, art-making
activities and food.

Seated Exercise Classes

The Chatsworth Library holds free classes every
Wednesday and most Fridays.at 10:30 AM. The DVD
classes alternate between core, stretching, yoga, and strength
training. The library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street
in Chatsworth. For more information call (818) 341-4276.

Why Subway - Not Light Rail
- Belongs in Sepulveda Pass

(Continued from page 3)
The importance of a subway station at UCLA is stated in
the Metro FAQ:  
“The Feasibility Study began with an analysis of travel
patterns in the study area. That analysis identified UCLA
as one of the largest destinations for trips in the Sepulveda
corridor. Subsequent ridership forecasting confirmed the
importance of serving the UCLA campus directly, as transit
concepts that did not do so had substantially lower ridership.
An aerial guideway in or adjacent to the I-405 right-of-way
was ruled out south of the Getty Center because it would
not be possible to serve the UCLA campus directly without
crossing through residential neighborhoods or the National
Cemetery.”
A subway to LAX could provide another crucial
line of transportation from the airport to areas served by
the subway. In times of emergency, air travel into the Los
Angeles region will be vital, as will be moving out of LAX the
emergency personnel, vehicles, products, food, medicine, and
so forth. An operating subway out of LAX could serve the
emergency needs of the region.
With climate change and a heated planet, the Sepulveda
Pass is now subject to frequent fires, which end up closing
the 405 Freeway. If there is an elevated train in the pass, that
too would be closed. But a subway would continue operations
even as the fires on the ground are being fought.
While it may be faster and cheaper to build light rail
above ground, and while subways are expensive to build,
they last a long time. The London subway first opened in
1863 and has been extended since then with the tubes still
ferrying riders. The New York City subway opened in 1904,
and those tunnels are still in use. After Super Storm Sandy
flooded the tunnels, operations were back within days.            
Building a light rail above the Sepulveda Pass may
initially be cheaper and faster than building a subway, but
in the long run it could be very expensive. Suffering damage
from earthquakes means closing the line and rebuilding
at unknown expense since it would be assumed that other
structures would be damaged. At such a time, building
materials and construction equipment to work on restoring
an above light rail would be competing with other projects
and could be in short supply, furthering the time the line
would be nonoperational.           
There are times when it is questionable whether the
people making decisions for Metro actually read Metro’s
own reports.
(Matthew Hetz is a Los Angeles native. He is a transit rider
and advocate, a composer, music instructor, and member and
president and executive director of the Culver City Symphony
Orchestra. He is a CityWatch contributor.) Edited for CityWatch
by Linda Abrams.
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Come to the Manger

Come to the Manager is a wonderful event for the entire
family! Children can dress up as their favorite Christmas
nativity characters and parents have the opportunity
to take memorable pictures, now through December 24
at the Ministry Center Lobby of Shepherd Church in
Porter Ranch, 19700 Rinaldi Street. (Costumes provided
by Shepherd’s Sewing Ministry). For more information,
contact Grace Ancheta at gancheta@shepherdchurch.
com or call (818) 831-9333.

Meeting on the Proposed
Topanga Apartments

On December 3rd, Affirmed Housing, the developer of the
proposed supportive housing project at 10243 N. Topanga
Blvd., will be giving a presentation at a special meeting of
the Chatsworth Neighborhood Council. The meeting at
6:30 pm will be at the Freedom Church, 9200 Owensmouth
Ave. in Chatsworth. Community members are encouraged
to attend and give feedback.

Chatsworth Library Book Club

The Chatsworth Library Book Club will be
discussing Cary Grant: a biography by Marc Eliot on
December 4 at 1:30 pm. The book club meets the first
Wednesday of the month in the Library Community
Room. The library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street in
Chatsworth. For more information call (818) 341-4276.

Winter Nights At The Village

Come experience a true Winter wonderland and celebrate
the season with exclusive seasonal performance and unique
festival experiences at the village at Westfield Topanga
Thursdays, December 5 & 12 at 5;30 pm. We encourage
guests to use and share #HOWDOYOUHOLIDAY
throughout their Winter Nights experiences. Westfield
Rewards members can also enjoy exclusive treats like
cotton candy, hot chocolate and popcorn at our Rewards
Corner, located outside of 24-Hour Fitness. Entertainment
will include Family-friendly crafts, roaming carolers, snow
angel LED characters, season photo moments, toy soldier
roaming characters, live music from Lauren Nikohl and
a special appearance from Santa Bailey (the LA Kings
Hockey team holiday mascot). The first 200 Westfield
Rewards members to check-in at center court (by Veggie
Grill) will receive an exclusive gift. Crafts, treats and sweets
are available on a first-come, first-serve basis. The Village
@ Westfield Topanga is located at 6250 Topanga Canyon
Blvd. in Woodland Hills. For more information, please visit:
Westfield.com/Topanga

Covered California Enrollment

Certified Enrollment Counselors will talk to you face-toface to explain health coverage options through Covered
California, and help you select the best plan for your
medical needs and budget on December 5th, 3-5 PM at
the Mid-Valley Branch Library, 16244 Nordhoff Street in
North Hills. You can also find out if you qualify for low-cost
or no-cost coverage through Medi-Cal and other services.
For more information about the event, call (818) 895-3650.

Museum of the San Fernando Valley

On Saturday, December 7th, at 5 pm to 9 pm, the
Museum of the San Fernando Valley will hold a meet
and greet reception for participating SFV artists and
museum supporters of its upcoming exhibit “Unmasking
the San Fernando Valley.” The exhibit is a one-of-a-kind
collection of handmade decorative masks, all created by
some of SFV’s most well-known and established artists.
Each mask is connected to an SFV event and is designed
to excite and engage SFV history buffs. Each mask is
available for purchase, with a significant portion of the
proceeds to be donated to the museum. Museum of the
San Fernando Valley is located at 18860 Nordhoff Street,
Suite 204 in Northridge. To RSVP to the event, please
email jackie.langa@themuseumsfv.org.

Granada Hills Holiday Events

Join us as we celebrate some of the best of Granada
Hills on Friday, December 6 from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM at
Chatsworth Street and Zelzah Avenue. Happening with
the weekly Granada Hills Grubfest, the night begins with
annual Granada Hills tree lighting at 6:00PM and Valley
Cultural Center’s Arts on the Move event, which features
performances by local schools, AVIVA and feature band
Ticket to Ride, a tribute to the Beatles!

Spark of Love Toy Drive

There will be a Spark of Love Toy Drive on Saturday,
December 7, in the Chatsworth Ralph’s shopping center
parking lot. Please bring a new, unwrapped toy between
11 AM and 2 PM to the shopping center located at the
northwest corner of Devonshire Street and Canoga
Avenue. This is a great opportunity to support our
local Station 96 firefighters who provide holiday gifts to
underprivileged children.  

Holiday Music at Chatsworth Library

The Chatsworth High School Jazz Band will be
performing holiday music at the Chatsworth Branch
Library on Saturday, December 7, at 1:00 pm.  The library
is located at 21052 Devonshire Street in Chatsworth. For
more information call (818) 341-4276.

Santa Paws At The Village

Bring your furry friend(s) and family for a special
photo opportunity with Santa himself on Sunday,
December 8th, 11:00 am at the Healthy Spot at The
Village in Westfield Topanga, 6250 Topanga Canyon
Blvd. in Woodland Hills. This is a dogs-only event. RSVP
is recommended through Eventbrite. 100% of donation
proceeds will benefit Operations Blankets of Love. Walkups will be accommodated on an as-available basis. For
more information, please visit: Westfield.com/Topanga

Granada Hills Holiday Parade

The Granada Hills Chamber of Commerce invites you
to celebrate the holiday season with friends and neighbors
at the 36th Annual Granada Hills Holiday Parade on
Sunday, December 8, 1:30 PM at Petit and Chatsworth to
Zelzah and Kingsbury Don’t miss this annual tradition
that showcases our community!

PALS Holiday Toy Drive

The 35th Annual PALS Toy Drive is upon us. There is
a box located in the lobby of the CD12 District Office for
gift donations for the Devonshire PALS Youth Center.
The Toy Giveaway event is set for December 14th, and
the last day for gift drop off will be December 13th.  

Santa Photos for Pets & Families

PetSmart is throwing a holiday party – and pets are
invited! During two weekends in December, Santa Claus
will visit PetSmart stores nationwide, including in the
Los Angeles area, for free photos and festivities. Pets
and their families can pose with Saint Nick on Dec. 1415 and again on Dec. 21-22, from noon to 4 p.m. local
time. Pet parents will also be able to shop for goodies to
stuff their four-legged friend’s stocking, or buy a gift for
their favorite animal lover.
For more information, visit petsmart.com.

CalRTA Meeting

On December 13th, Friday, at 10 a.m., the CalRTA
meeting will be at the Northridge Women’s Club at
18401 Lassen St. in Northridge. All retired teachers are
welcome to come join us to hear the latest about your
pensions, health issues, and more such as scams aimed
at retirees, plus consider joining us for lunch after the
meeting. To make lunch reservations, contact Nancy
Gohata at (818) 371-8013.

Chatsworth Kiwanis Holiday Parade

Join the Kiwanis Club of Chatsworth for their annual
holiday parade and festival on Sunday, December
15. The festival runs from 11:00AM to 5:00 PM, in
Devonshire St. from Topanga Canyon Blvd. to Lurline
Avenue, with the parade stepping off at 1:00 PM.  

Winter Concert

Come and enjoy your Valley’s young musicians in a
Winter Concert for the whole family, led by distinguished
Conductor, Dr. Henry Shin on Sunday, December
15th, 7:00 PM at In-Christ Community Church, 19514
Rinaldi St. in Northridge. Program includes SaintSaens, Rossini, Piazzolla, Holiday Music and more. $10
Ticket Donation. For advance discount tickets contact
Jackie at 213-458-4618 or info@valley.org.

Deadline for Non-Profits
Please submit very brief local events, space is
limited, by the 20th, for the following month. Send
word document to yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com.
No faxes, phone calls or mail.
Rachel Reiter,
Local Events Coordinator

IT'S ALL HERE
› ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
› BEN BRIDGE JEWELERS
› GAMESTOP
› SANDBOX VR
› VIA FLOREAL
December, 2019
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each month, the
monthly payment shown
should
allowBoyer
you to pay
Laguna
Hills, to
CA
26520
Carl
Droff this purchase
34740
Ave
facebook.com/AshleyHSCanogaPark
Murrieta,
92562
within the promo period if this balance is the only balance on your account during the promo period. If you have other balances on your account, this monthly payment will be added to the minimum payment applicable to those balances.
949-461-0829
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
Palm Desert, CA 92211
951-894-7988
COLTON
§Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See store for facebook.com/AshleyHSLagunaHills
details.
661-284-7200
760-202-3052
facebook.com/AshleyHSMurrieta
Exit Mt. Vernon Ave.

‡‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster® and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, Hot Buys, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection
facebook.com/AshleyHSPalmDesert
plans, warranty, delivery fee, Manager’s Special
pricing, Advertised
14 Piece
Packages and cannot be combined
with financing specials. Effective 1/1/2018,
all mattress and box springs are subject to afacebook.com/AshleyHSSantaClarita
$10.50 per unit CA recycling fee. †Subject to
855 Ashley
Way Special pricing, and
NORTHRIDGE
LONG
BEACH
availability. Order must be entered by 4 PM. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. Stoneledge Furniture LLC., many times has multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time; these are allowed to only be used either/or and not both or
Colton,
CA
92324
VICTORVILLE
SAN
DIEGO
Just
of the
West of the
605ininprint.
Long
combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in price and/or specification
may occur
We reserve the
rightEast
to correct
any such errors. Picture may not represent
item exactly as shown, advertised
items may not be on display at all locations.
Some restrictions may apply. Available only
at participating locations. Ashley HomeStores
are independently
owned and operated.
©2019 Ashley HomeStores,
Ltd. Promotional
Start Date:
December
10, 2019. Expires: December
24,of
2019.
909-433-5303
North
Victor Valley Mall
7770
Miramar
Road
Northridge
Mall
Beach
Towne Center

facebook.com/AshleyHSColton

December, 2019

7410 Carson Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-766-2050

9301 Tampa Ave, Ste 1401
Northridge, CA 91324
818-717-1740

facebook.com/AshleyHSLongBeach

facebook.com/AshleyHSNorthridge

San Diego, CA 92126
858-408-1701

facebook.com/AshleyHSSanDiego

For Advertising Rates, Visit www.evalleyvoice.com

12704 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760-261-5386

WEST COV
Located in
Eastland Sh
2753 E East
West Covin
626-938-14

facebook.com/A

YORBA LIN
Just North
22705 Savi
Yorba Linda
714-363-99

facebook.com/A

Follow
@Ashe

OPEN 7 D
Monday -

“Se Hab

www.Ash

facebook.com/AshleyHSVictorville
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